WEB DESIGN PORTFOLIO 2020

We enable our clients to address challenges and enhance their businesses by designing top-notch software solutions tailored to their needs.
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DESIGN SERVICES

UX/UI Strategy
Prototyping
App Design
Graphic Design
Branding

We measure our design virtue by the end users experience and value it brings to our client's businesses: higher level of customer loyalty, reduced development time and increased ROI.

OUR DESIGN COMBINES

• Well-planned information architecture (IA)
• Appealing and trendy style
• User-friendly interface
• Rational space usage
• Consistent corporate identity

Design Process

Analysis and Research
The client, the business structure and the problems.

First Ideas
Designing the first ideas and concepts.

Development and Production
Bringing the design to developers.

Primary Presentation
Presenting the basic concepts to the client and their review.

Final Presentation
Making final adjustments to design.

Design
Polishing the design based on the client's review.
SMART INTEGRATION: Hotel management platform

Automate your workflow with the help of Smart Integration.

A short summary about Smart Integration:

- Automation of hotel operations
- Streamlining processes
- Enhanced guest experience
- Scalable solution

The best hotel software available.

Your friendly interface

SMI's email integration

Smart email integration

Smart email integration

Room management

Guest reviews

Loyalty program

Dynamic price setting
UMERGENCE: Unique crowdfunding and project management platform
RENTING BOATS: AirBNB-like platform for booking boats
CASHBACK.PRO: Cashback service website and browser extension

[Web design portfolio images showing various web pages and features of the CASHBACK.PRO service]
DOMAIN CATCHER: Domain Names Auctions platform

How CatchCowboy.com works

Domain names are unique and valuable assets. With CatchCowboy.com, you can find the perfect domain name for your business.

Awesome domains dropping soon

Explore trending and upcoming domains that are about to be released. CatchCowboy.com offers a wide range of domain names to choose from.

Awards & Partners

CatchCowboy.com has been recognized for its innovative platform and user-friendly interface. It is a proud partner of various reputable organizations and companies.
GGSWP: Bets on Online-games Tournaments and Single Matches
Jaaps Flight Club: Searching Cheap Flight Tickets Service
FLATTY: AirBNB-like platform
PREMIUM LINK GENERATOR: Aggregator for file-sharing services
PROCUREMENT FREELANCERS: Marketplace for Procurement Specialists

Work with someone perfect in

- Quality Control Experts
- Quality Assurance Experts
- Supplier Development Engineers
- Procurement Process Analysts
- Procurement Software

How it works

1. Post your job
2. Select freelancers
3. Negotiate and hire
4. Track and manage

Build your procurement team

Find the best contractors in procurement to work with

Offer for Benigno Dacay III - "Import - Packaging from China"

- Initial job details
- Initial personal details

Offer details:

- Description of the required deliverables
- The process of meeting job description requires having a clear understanding of the project's needs and expectations. Freelancers should have a clear understanding of the project's requirements, including resources, timelines, and milestones. They should also be familiar with the project's scope, budget, and deliverables.

Insights provided by Procurement Specialists

- Procurement expertise: From market research to contract negotiations, freelancers can provide valuable insights into the procurement process.
- Cost-saving strategies: Freelancers can help identify cost-saving opportunities through vendor analysis and contract negotiations.

Find the best contractors in procurement to work with

WEB DESIGN PORTFOLIO
Online-Store of Customizable Suits
ALTENATIVE.LY: Reviews and Comparison of Different Web Services
MYMEDIADS: PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL NETWORK REDESIGN

MyMediAds is a handy web service for professional communication of marketers that occupied a proud place in SumatoSoft portfolio.

Distinctive Features:
- Modern & clean web design
- Implementation of interactive elements
- Clear web service structure meeting the business goals
- Banner advertising adaptation
- WYSIWYG implementation
- Adaptive design
CORPORATE WEBSITE DESIGN

SumatoSoft corporate website aims to provide potential clients with basic information about SumatoSoft services and competencies and increase brand value by providing a clean corporate design.

Design features:
- Custom design meeting the branding guideline (colors, type kit, etc.)
- Use of high quality and Retina-ready images
- Implementation of clear navigation
- Usable web forms
- Mobile optimization
CORPORATE WEBSITE REDESIGN

The main aims of SumatoSoft corporate website redesign are to update the corporate website following latest trends in web design and to improve its marketing effectiveness.

Design features:
- The total redesign of the website preserving its corporate style
- Use of interactive elements
- Use of high quality and Retina-ready images
- Mobile-friendliness
WEB DESIGN FOR FINANCIAL STARTUP

CLIENT: Lemming Finance

WEB DESIGN PORTFOLIO

7,842 APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED

Your personal consultant for all financial services

Lemming Finance

+7 (955) 580-80-80

FREE QUOTE

Address:

2200 Figueroa Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064

info@lemmingfinance.com

www.lemmingfinance.com
WEATHER SERVICE DESIGN
DEFINING SUMATOSOFT CORPORATE STYLE

To create clear and attractive image of SumatoSoft as a professional company specializing in complex web development, we worked out a corporate style including:

- Company name
- Logo
- Corporate colors
- Corporate type
- Business card
- Blanks, Reports, etc
LOGO DESIGN

- My Medias Online Marketing Community
- Umergence
- New Stream Content-Agency
- Umergence Crowd Capital
- Renting Boats
- QA Academy
LOGO DESIGN

Jaaps Flight Club

Black Honey

ЮАРТис

TrafficBox

GRIZZLY
Bar & Grill

GLOBAL
TRAVEL PRODUCTS
LOGO DESIGN

GEMINILAB

SAVOURÉ

Toscana

WEATHER7

Lemming Finance
OUR OFFICE

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
One Boston Place, Suite 2602
Boston, MA 02108, USA
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